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ABSTRACT

Nonverbal communication is paramount in daily life, as well as in populated virtual reality (VR) environments. In this paper, we focused on gaze behaviour, which is key to initiate and drive social interactions. Previous work on photographs and on virtual agents showed the importance of gaze, even in the presence of multiple stimuli, by demonstrating the stare-in-the-crowd effect: humans detect faster and observe gazes directed towards them longer than the averted ones. While previous studies focused on static scenarios, which fail in representing the complexity of real-life social interactions, we propose to explore the stare-in-the-crowd effect in dynamic situations. To this end, we designed a within-subject experiment where 21 users navigated a virtual street through an idle or moving crowd of virtual agents. Agents’ gaze was manipulated to display averted, directed, or shifting gaze. We analysed the user’s gaze (fixations, dwell time) and locomotor behaviours (path decisions, proximity to agents) as well as their social anxiety. Results showed that the stare-in-the-crowd effect is preserved when walking through both types of crowd, and that social anxiety decreases gaze interaction time and affects proximity behaviours in case of agents with directed gazes. However, virtual agents’ gaze did not elicit significant changes on users’ locomotion. These findings highlight the importance of considering virtual agents’ gaze when creating VR environments, and open future work perspectives to better understand factors that would strengthen or decrease this effect at gaze and locomotor levels.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in interaction design; • Computing methodologies → Simulation environments; Virtual reality; Perception; Motion processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Facing an audience or navigating public spaces are daily situations that involve nonverbal communication, a key feature of social interactions. It refers to any interpersonal exchange that does not use the spoken language and transmit, voluntarily or not, meaningful messages. Rather than with words, these are conveyed with facial expression, arm gestures, the distance between people in a shared space (proximity) [Hall and Hall 1966], limb posture, and gaze [Harrigan et al. 2008]. Then, studying nonverbal communication here has not only fundamental applications to the understanding of social interactions, but also to the design of populated Virtual Reality (VR) environments where a user interacts with virtual agents.

Gaze is an important cue when interacting with others. For this reason, a gaze directed towards an individual can be particularly perceptible to that person, even when this gaze is "hidden" in a crowd of people. This effect called stare-in-the-crowd has been demonstrated when both the observer and crowd was static [Colombatto et al. 2020; Crehan and Althoff 2015; Von Grüna and Anston 1995] and has been confirmed in VR with virtual agents [Raimbaud et al. 2022]. These studies featured only a static condition, where both the participant and the crowd were not moving. Here, we ask the question if the effect generalises to more complex situations where the observer, the crowd or even both are moving. Our first objective is thus to assess the presence of the stare-in-the-crowd effect in dynamic situations in VR, more precisely when users perform a walking task through a crowd that is either standing idle or moving forward walking in a straight line against users’ walking direction.

Previous work in VR showed that mutual gaze can affect behavioural parameters of social interactions such as interpersonal distances between a user and a virtual agent [Bailenson et al. 2001]. In case of collision avoidance uncertainty, the gaze direction of an agent can contribute to the user’s avoidance decision and to the choice of the opposite side in the pathway [Nummenmaa et al. 2009], since gaze is an important predictor of where one might navigate [Hessels et al. 2020]. As these studies are difficult to organise and control in real life, VR is often used to investigate gaze-related avoidance. Our second objective was thus to evaluate whether the gaze of the virtual agents can affect participants’ locomotion behaviour, in terms of path decisions and proximity to agents in VR.

Understanding users’ individual characteristics is also relevant when studying their behaviour in crowds. Studies showed that our behavioural reactions (eye and body motions, posture etc.) to mutual gaze during social interactions can be influenced by personality traits, and particularly by our level of social anxiety [Schulze et al. 2013]. As these reactions have also been observed with virtual agents [Lange and Pauli 2019; Wieser et al. 2010], our third objective was to assess whether social anxiety level will modulate participants’ gaze and motion behaviours in response to eye-contact.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Eye-contact and gaze behaviour

Gaze is paramount for social interactions since it helps one to interpret the intentions and feelings of the others. It serves many functions, including information gathering, signalling interest and emotional state, regulating conversations [Argyle and Cook 1976] and intimacy [Abele 1986], or even referring to objects in shared space [Gergle and Clark 2011]. Studies with virtual agents have considered the use of eyes, head, body and locomotive direction [Peters 2005] to orient observers’ attention. Gaze may be a powerful means for this, but more studies are needed to understand such effect.

Gaze behaviour, with all its intricacy, is extremely difficult to model for artificial faces, be it robots or virtual human agents (see [Ruhland et al. 2015] for an in-depth overview of artificial gaze modelling). Moreover, natural gaze behaviour was identified as superior in avatar-mediated environments [Roth et al. 2018]. However, even a simple gaze behaviour (directed gaze, avoidance when meeting the eyes of the user) can be a strong social cue.

Previous work showed the presence of the stare-in-the-crowd effect, a gaze behaviour effect that reflects the existence of a search asymmetry between directed and averted gazes when one faces a crowd [Von Grüna and Anston 1995]: directed gazes are detected faster than averted ones and cause more frequent and longer fixations. This has been found with photographs of people [Doi and Ueda 2007; Ramamoorthy et al. 2019], 3D geometric shapes [Colombatto et al. 2020], and virtual agents [Palanica and Itier 2011]. Nonetheless, some studies mitigated the existence of this effect, according to gaze positions [Palanica and Itier 2011] and user task [Cooper et al. 2013]. Recent studies proposed a new paradigm that relies on the use of eye-tracking and an observation task, rather than a detection task: they demonstrated again the stare-in-the-crowd effect, and showed that shifting gazes (averted to directed, vice-versa) produce it, with pictures [Crehan and Althoff 2015], and virtual agents in VR [Raimbaud et al. 2022]. Finally, directed gazes also draw more attention than averted ones between conversational dyads (gaze frequency and duration) [Dobre et al. 2021].

2.2 Eye-contact, proximity and avoidance

Mutual gaze behaviours affect interpersonal distances, a phenomenon called the equilibrium theory [Argyle and Dean 1965]. Bailenson et al. [2001] showed its preservation in VR between dyads, notably with women who maintained more interpersonal distance with agents that engaged mutual gazes with them compared to the others. In real life and in VR, humans have different proximity behaviours depending on the others’ gender [Brady and Walker 1978]. Moreover, women have a further proximity towards others in general, compared to men [Iachini et al. 2016; Zibrek et al. 2020]. Nonetheless, daily-life situations also include more complex situations, such as interactions with crowds, and the need of collision avoidance. Humans rely on their gaze to analyse collision risks and navigate through a crowd, both in real life and VR [Meerhoff et al. 2018]. Hessels et al. [2022] showed that mutual gaze was not required to navigate a crowd. However, the same study reports that the importance of mutual gaze seems to remain context-dependent. For example, Murakami et al. [2022] showed that body motion cues seem to be sufficient for mutual anticipation to avoid collision.
when navigating a crowd. This was explained since mutual gazes were strongly modulated by the uncertainty of the oncoming pedestrian’s motion. Similar results have been found in VR for dyads, where participants avoided a virtual walker based on its motion, without any effect of its gaze, in absence of uncertainty on the agent’s trajectory [Lynch et al. 2018]. Nummenmaa et al. [2009] did find an effect of the gaze behaviour of a virtual walker, by adding uncertainty on the side of its gaze behaviour (averted to the left or the right, and the possibility to shift just before the collision). Participants looked to the opposite side of the gaze, and chose this side for collision avoidance. However, the study was not conducted in VR but on a computer screen, and participants were not performing real avoidance but indicating the side they would have chosen. Finally, Mousas et al. [2019] noted an effect of an agent’s gaze in VR on the length, duration, and deviation of collision avoidance with a static agent. Directed gaze behaviour increased the metrics, but significant differences were attributed more to the presence or absence of embodiment rather than the agents’ gaze behaviours.

2.3 Eye-contact and individual traits

Even though external factors such as the gaze of others affect one’s gaze behaviour, gaze interactions and their perception remain complex, social but individual processes [Hadders-Algra 2022]. Individual traits affect one’s gazes, e.g., extraversion increases one’s gaze frequency towards the others [Juuin and Jokinen 2020], and openness increases fixation duration [Rauthmann et al. 2012]. Nonetheless, among many existing individual characteristics, social anxiety is the one most affected by gaze [Hessels et al. 2018]. Social anxiety is related to discomfort and avoidance of social situations due to one’s fear of negative evaluation from the others [Clark 1995]. Physiological events, such as heart rate increase, can be triggered when situations are felt as socially anxious by one, both in real and virtual environments [Kahlon et al. 2019; Pittig et al. 2013]. Sensitivity to eye-contact, and elevated fear of direct gaze behaviours, is another common trait of socially anxious people [Baker and Edelmann 2002]. Emotional expressions associated to interactants’ gaze can modulate its effects: anger expressed with a direct gaze can induce fear [Horley et al. 2003], whereas averted gazes, while carrying no emotional message, can frighten socially anxious people since it can be perceived as disinterest [Wieser et al. 2009].

Virtual agents can also induce the discomfort of socially anxious people through directed gazes, thus affecting their gaze [Lange and Pauli 2019]. This study also found that these gazes affected proximity in correlation with social anxiety, enhancing the avoidance behaviour of socially anxious people towards virtual agents. These effects can be modulated by gender [Wieser et al. 2010], either of the VR users or the virtual agents: interpersonal distances increase for female users [Bailenson et al. 2001], as well as when VR users interact with male agents [Jachini et al. 2016].

For the above mentioned reasons, our study considered the potential effects of the individual traits of our participants on their behavioural responses to the virtual stimuli displayed.

3 OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES

We designed a VR experiment to explore the effects of eye-contact within a virtual crowd on the nonverbal behaviours of the participants. We refer to the studies, which found the presence of the stare-in-the-crowd effect in VR, but only focused on static conditions [Palanica and Itier 2011; Raimbaud et al. 2022]. Here, we propose to study the gaze behaviours in dynamic situations, where the participant, the crowd or both are moving. Then, our first hypothesis H1 is that the stare-in-the-crowd effect is present when walking through an idle or walking crowd in VR, i.e., participants will spend more time looking at directed gazes than averted ones.

We also aim to explore eye-contact effects on locomotor behaviours. For global path decision, conflicting evidence for collision avoidance behaviour in the literature suggests that this behaviour is task-dependent [Lynch et al. 2018; Mousas et al. 2019; Nummenmaa et al. 2009; Varma et al. 2017]. For more controlled conditions, we designed in this study a crowd with predictable behaviours, either idle or walking straight forward, without deviation. As a result, according to the literature, we did not expect an effect of agents’ gazes on the participant’s global path decision. We hypothesised that H2: participants will not change their path trajectories by facing an agent who is making eye-contact with them or an agent whose gaze is averted. However, we did anticipate local behavioural changes according to previous studies about the effect of mutual gaze on proximity behaviour [Bailenson et al. 2001]. We hypothesised that H3: participants will move (interpersonal distance) and turn (interpersonal orientation) their bodies more to avoid the virtual agents with directed gazes than the ones with averted gazes.

Finally, another objective of the study is to evaluate the interplay of an individual characteristic on the aforementioned behavioural interactions: the participants’ social anxiety. It is indeed a factor that influences both people’s gaze [Wieser et al. 2010] and avoidance behaviour [Lange and Pauli 2019] with virtual agents. Therefore, we hypothesised that H4: a higher level of social anxiety will be associated with decreased gaze and increased local avoidance (distance, orientation) towards the agents with mutual gaze behaviours.

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 Crowd stimuli creation

4.1.1 Virtual environment and agents’ models. We created our populated virtual environment in Unity 2021.3.9f1, which was composed of a 3D digital twin model of a pedestrian street and a crowd of 28 virtual agents. We designed our crowd from 28 male models of the Microsoft RocketBox adult avatar collection [Gonzalez-Franco et al. 2020]. We chose only one gender (male) for our virtual models to avoid the potential effects of gender on eye-gaze and proximity responses of our participants [Wieser et al. 2009], because these effects are out of the scope of this paper. We also anticipated that male virtual agents might induce higher social anxiety and intensify gaze behaviour effects on highly social anxious participants, as suggested in the literature [Donovan and Leavitt 1980; Kleineke and Pohlen 1971; Schmitz et al. 2012]. Finally, we avoided using particularly distinctive agent models, which could stand out from the crowd and influence participants’ interactions, and thus chose slightly uniformed agent appearances (no garish color on clothes, same visibility of agents’ eyes, height, stature etc.).
4.1.2 Crowd gaze behaviours. We designed four different gaze behaviour conditions, in line with previous studies [Crehan and Althoff 2015; Raimbaud et al. 2022; Von Grünau and Anston 1995], which we applied here to some lines of four agents in our crowd:

- Averted gaze - A: this condition is composed of the whole line of agents which avoid looking towards the participant, even by moving the head to the opposite side when necessary, e.g., if the participant moved (see Fig. 2.1);
- Directed gaze - D: this condition is composed of three agents with an averted gaze and one that stares at and follows the participant, even when both are moving (see Fig. 2.2);
- Averted-then-Directed - AD: this condition is composed of three agents with an averted gaze and one that starts avoiding the participant’s gaze, but switches to the directed gaze described above as soon as looked at, and remain with this behaviour regardless next gaze exchanges (see Fig. 2.3);
- Directed-then-Averted - DA: this condition is composed of three agents with an averted gaze and one that switches at the participant, but switches to the averted gaze previously described as soon as looked at, and remain with this behaviour regardless next gaze exchanges (see Fig. 2.4).

For the D, AD an DA conditions, we also created another variation of these three crowd gaze behaviours, where two agents from the same side (left or right, separated by a space) had a Directed, Averted-then-Directed, or Directed-then-Averted gaze. The gaze model we developed relied on eye-head coordination (eyes moving first until 30°, then head plus eyes adjustment), thus all our gaze behaviours (even averted) included these motions, avoiding any perceptual bias due to a lack of motions and increasing the naturalness. A blinking animation was also applied on agents’ eyes.

4.1.3 Crowd spatial layout. To explore participants’ walking path decisions, we needed to capture clear, distinct but controlled trajectory changes. For these reasons, we designed the following layout for our crowd, shown in Fig. 3: seven horizontal lines of four agents, the third and sixth lines being gaze-manipulated, with available path decision through two available spaces of 70 cm that require a left or right deviation. These lines will be referred later as the active lines, and the others as the passive lines. The purpose of the passive ones was to ensure that participants faced the active lines in the same conditions, bringing them back to the center of the street.

![Figure 2: Our gaze conditions: 1) averted gaze - A, 2) directed gaze - D, 3) and 4) directed-then-averred gaze - DA, and averted-then-directed gaze - AD. Agents with averted gazes are highlighted in yellow, and green for directed gazes.](image)

![Figure 3: Crowd top-view (idle condition distances). The estimated walkable area is represented in orange, red arrows show the path possibilities, red circles initial/ending points. Active line agents are highlighted in green, and gaps in blue.](image)

The position and gaps between agents were designed to prevent participants from: i) going through the crowd by walking on the street borders, or ii) going through an active line without choosing the gap between the two agents of the left or right side. Decorative elements were added on the street sides to limit the walking area without reducing its realism. The target end of the walking path was materialised by a tree placed in the middle of the last line of agents, at 8 m from the starting point. Finally, all the virtual agents’ models were randomly switched between each trial, so that models’ appearance would not influence our results.

4.1.4 Crowd gaze distribution. We applied on our two active lines the gaze behaviours described in Sec. 4.1.2. All the agents of passive lines had a default averted gaze, designed as a straight forward look on a distant point, so participants do not feel concerned by it, and it was not involving reactive head motions unlike our studied gazes.

As in previous stare-in-the-crowd-effect studies [Colombatto et al. 2020; Von Grünau and Anston 1995], the manipulation of which virtual agent is looking or not at the participant must remain unpredictable to participants. Therefore, across the trials of the experiment, we balanced the spatial distribution of the gazes in each line. It also helped us avoiding any effects of position on the results [Doi and Ueda 2007; Palanica and Iter 2011]

4.1.5 Crowd locomotor behaviour. We created two types of crowd: one with idle standing agents, and one with agents walking in the opposite direction of the participant – referred later as idle crowd and moving crowd. We applied motion captured animations to our agents. In both cases, the crowd was unresponsive to any collision risk with participants and did not show any avoidance behaviour. This allowed to standardise conditions across trials and participants.

Agents of the moving crowd were all walking straight at 0.7 m/s, with a desynchronisation of their foot movements to increase the behavioural naturalness of the crowd. We chose a walking speed lower...
than a more commonly used human comfort speed of 1.4 m/s [Bo-
hannon 1997], as pre-tests demonstrated that it was too difficult for participants to navigate a virtual crowd that had this speed (participants were only taking side steps to avoid the oncoming crowd without walking forward). In addition, participants’ distance to the first line of agents, as well as distance between agent lines, were doubled compared to the idle crowd condition. The size of the gaps inside agents’ lines were nonetheless remaining the same.

4.2 Participants and Apparatus
Twenty-one participants voluntarily took part in our experiment, without compensation, and with normal or corrected-to-normal vision (5 females, 16 males; age: aver. 31.8, SD: 6.9; VR experience from 1 to 5: aver. 3.2, SD: 1.1; computer games experience from 1 to 5: aver. 3.7, SD: 1.2). Our study complied with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by our local ethics committee (COERLE).

Participants were asked to wear a backpack computer and the HTC Vive Pro Eye VR head-mounted display (HMD). They carried two HTC Vive controller in their hands, and two Vive trackers were positioned on their shoulders. Participants’ behavioural data were recorded through all these devices. The eye-tracking system of the VR HMD used here has a maximum eye-tracking sampling rate of 120 Hz, recording eye motions in a 110° field of view with an advertised precision between 0.5 and 1.1°. Its video display field of view is 110°, with a maximum refresh rate of 90 Hz. The tracking space area of the experiment was 10 m x 10 m. Participants were told to stand and walk during the experiment, and did not have more hardware limits than the available tracked space – e.g., no cable.

4.3 Experimental procedure
First, an informative document about the study was given to the participants, along with the informed consent form and oral explanations. It was explained to them that their task was to navigate a populated virtual street, and to reach a tree 8 m farther. They were told to follow their natural behaviours in such social situations. No information about the agents’ gaze behaviours were provided.

Once ready, they were equipped with the backpack computer, the VR HMD, controllers, and trackers. A calibration of the eye-tracking system was performed to ensure the quality of gaze data. In addition, the participant eye-height in the virtual environment was calibrated and adjusted to the one of the virtual agents so that all participants had the same visibility to exchange gaze behaviours.

Then, participants were immersed in our virtual environment for a brief training phase, where they had time to familiarise with the virtual pedestrian street and the setup. This training was composed of 6 trials. Participants could always control the beginning and end of the trials, through buttons on the VR controllers; black screens showing the current trial number and the total of trials were displayed between each trial. No further action was required using the controllers, as navigation was done by natural walking. Between each trial, the street was flipped during the black screen view, thus allowing participants to virtually perform the next trial in the same conditions after they turned back. The first two training trials were performed in a virtual environment empty from virtual agents. Then, two additional training trials with a crowd were displayed to the participants before they faced each type of crowd.

In both cases, all the virtual agents displayed the default averted gaze (straight forward look towards a distant point).

After that, participants were asked to perform 64 trials, under all our crowd behaviour conditions (see Sec. 4.1.2): 4 gaze behaviours × (4 one-agent gaze case position + 4 two-agents gaze case i.e., twice left and twice right for each of the two cases) × 2 types of crowd. It should be noted that the number of observations was 64 × 2 = 128 since each trial contained two active lines (see Sec. 4.1.3). The order of sequences of gaze behaviour composition, within and between trials, was randomised and balanced for all our participants.

The idle and moving crowd trials were separated into two blocks of 32 trials split by a mandatory break, to minimise fatigue. Extra breaks were proposed to participants inside each block, who could also stop at any moment. To control motion sickness issues, we used the Fast Motion Sickness scale [Keshavarz and Hecht 2011], reporting participants’ state every 16 trials. None of them suffered from high motion sickness, and all integrally completed the study.

Finally, participants were asked to fill post-experiment questionnaires: i) a demographic questionnaire (age, gender, experience with VR and games), ii) the Lateral Preference Inventory questionnaire [Coren 1993], iii) the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale that measures the level of social anxiety as a trait expressed in daily life [Liebowitz 1987], and iv) the Bailenson et al. [2003] social presence questionnaire. There was also a semi-directed space for comments, asking participants their walking and collision avoidance strategy, and their guess and feeling about manipulated factors.

4.4 Data collection
We collected two types of data, both quantitative: i) continuous participant’s nonverbal behaviours during the VR experience, and ii) participant’s responses to the questionnaires. We also got qualitative data by collecting participants’ comments after the study.

For i), gaze behaviour was collected using the HMD embedded eye-tracking system, and global and local locomotion behaviours through the VR tracking system. At each frame, participant’s gaze data were logged, indicating the presence of a hit on virtual agents’ heads, as well as the participant’s head, hand and shoulder positions.

For ii), data was collected through post-experiment questionnaires: demographics (age, gender, experience with VR and games), eye, hand, feet, and ear lateral preferences (using the Lateral Preference Inventory with scores ranging from -16 to 16 i.e., from left to right [Coren 1993]), self-estimated social presence felt during VR experiment (with scores ranging from 5 to 35 i.e., from low to high social presence [Bailenson et al. 2003]), self-estimated social anxiety (using the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale [Liebowitz 1987] that ranges from 0: not socially anxious to 144: very socially anxious).

4.5 Dependent variables
To assess H1 hypothesis, we computed dependent variables linked to participants’ gaze behaviour towards virtual agents, from eye-tracking data. Gaze activity was split between saccades when shorter than 150 ms, and fixations when longer [Manor and Gordon 2003; Westheimer 1954]. For each trial, we considered these metrics, previously identified as appropriate to detect the stare-in-the-crowd effect [Crehan and Althoff 2015; Von Grüna and Anston 1995]:

- Dwell time: the total time spent looking at a virtual agent;
• Fixation count: the total number of fixations on an agent;
• First fixation duration: the length of the first fixation.

We computed these variables with the same method used in previous studies [Crehan and Althoff 2015; Raimbaud et al. 2022]. For condition A, for fair comparison with other conditions, dependent variables were averaged over the four agents of a line.

Then, to assess H2 we computed the following dependent variables from the participant locomotion data, according to the crowd composition and the gaze spatial distribution we chose:
• Crossing-side percentage: the percentage of left and right side choices when passing through a line of agents (any side can be chosen indifferently for analysis).
• Lateral crossing distance: the lateral distance at the agent’s left or right side (when crossing the line it belongs to);
• Frontal crossing distance: the frontal distance to the agent after starting the deviation towards its side;
• Minimum distance: the closest distance to the crossed agent;
• Mean distance: the mean of the distance to the crossed agent in the crossing zone (the zone between the frontal crossing point and the lateral crossing one);
• Minimum shoulder angle: the shoulder angle rotated the most towards the crossed agent in the crossing zone (negative when oriented towards the agent, 0 when the shoulders are horizontally aligned, positive when outwardly oriented)
• Maximum shoulder angle: the shoulder angle rotated the least towards the crossed agent (same spatial zone and scale)
• Mean percentage of outwardly-oriented shoulder angle: the mean percent of time when the shoulder angle was not oriented towards the crossed agent (same spatial zone).

To assess H3, we computed metrics used for proximity and collision avoidance studies [Berton et al. 2020; Patotskaya et al. 2023]. We only considered the trials where the participant chose to cross the line through the side of a studied agent, focusing on central gazing agents only (not the ones on the extreme parts of a four-agents line – most of our metrics could not be computed correctly), and omitting the trials with two gazing agents – local deviations in distance/orientation could not be firmly attributed to one of them.

• Fixation count: the total number of fixations on an agent;
• First fixation duration: the length of the first fixation.

We verified the normality and sphericity assumptions (checked with Shapiro-Wilk’s and Mauchly’s tests) for all variables, and excluded outliers (values below the 1st quartile - 3 * interquartile range (IQR) or above the 3rd quartile + 3 * IQR). In case of a significant effect, we performed pairwise post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction. Finally, to evaluate the link between social anxiety and gaze or locomotor variables, we performed Pearson correlations.

5 RESULTS
The analysis of demographic data did not reveal any particular effect on behavioural data, neither did lateral preferences (eye, feet, total). The social presence score felt in VR was 19.4 ± 4.3 (average, SD), showing a medium level of social presence with the crowd.

5.1 Gaze behaviour
Fig. 4 shows the mean and standard deviations of our gaze variables. The dwell time was significantly affected by the agents’ gaze condition, both for the idle crowd (F(3,57) = 17.47, p < 0.00001***, η² = 0.48) and the walking one (F(3,57) = 8.74, p = 0.00007***, η² = 0.32). Post-hoc tests revealed that this variable was significantly lower in the A condition compared to D, AD and DA ones for both crowds (see Table 1), and that there were no other significant differences.

The fixation count was significantly different depending on the agents’ gaze condition, both for the idle crowd (F(3,57) = 17.48, p < 0.00001***, η² = 0.48) and the walking one (F(3,57) = 10.67, p = 0.00004***, η² = 0.36). Post-hoc tests revealed that this metric was significantly lower in the A condition compared to D, AD and DA ones, for both crowds (see Table 1). For the idle crowd, we found significantly higher results in the AD condition than in the DA one.

The first fixation duration was significantly different depending on the agents’ gaze, for the idle crowd (F(3,51) = 20.63, p < 0.00001***, η² = 0.55) and the walking one (F(3,54) = 8.74, p = 0.00004***, η² = 0.34). Post-hoc tests showed that the metric was significantly lower in the A condition compared to D, AD and DA ones (see Table 1), for both crowds, and that there were no other significant differences.

Table 1: Effect of virtual agents’ gaze behaviours on dwell time, fixation count and first fixation duration post-hoc comparisons with significant differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Idle Crowd</th>
<th>Moving Crowd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>p bonf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwell time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. D</td>
<td>-7.47</td>
<td>0.00086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. AD</td>
<td>-5.95</td>
<td>0.00006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. DA</td>
<td>-5.95</td>
<td>0.00006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixation count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. D</td>
<td>-7.49</td>
<td>0.00077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. AD</td>
<td>-5.90</td>
<td>0.00007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. DA</td>
<td>-6.48</td>
<td>0.00099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD vs. DA</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.1803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First fixation duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. D</td>
<td>-5.97</td>
<td>0.00089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. AD</td>
<td>-6.15</td>
<td>0.00006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. DA</td>
<td>-7.32</td>
<td>&lt;0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*for p-values < 0.05, ** < 0.01 and *** < 0.001. Time and duration in seconds.

5.2 Locomotor behaviours
5.2.1 Global path decision behaviours. Analyses on participants’ left-side crossing percentages are given here – right-side crossing analyses are equivalent. Results were not significantly different
across gaze conditions, nor for the idle crowd \(F(6,120) = 0.58, p = 0.75\), neither for the moving crowd \(F(6,120) = 1.80, p = 0.10\).

5.2.2 Local body interaction behaviours. For each participant, we computed all our dependent variable values as the means of such values when crossing the relevant virtual agent, for each gaze condition (or a missing value in absence of any crossing towards the evaluated gaze condition over all the associated trials). We found that the results were not significantly different across gaze conditions, for both crowd conditions. For example, for the minimum distance, results were \(F(3,48) = 0.55, p = 0.65\) with the idle crowd, and \(F(3,54) = 0.63, p = 0.60\) with the moving crowd, and for the maximum shoulder angle, results were \(F(2,32) = 3.2, p = 0.09\) with the idle crowd, and \(F(3,54) = 2.71, p = 0.06\) with the moving crowd.

5.3 Social anxiety and nonverbal behaviours

Results showed negative correlations between the social anxiety level and our three variables in D condition, for both crowds. Fig. 5 illustrates it for the dwell time variable, and Table 2 provides all detailed values. We also found a negative correlation with the AD condition in the moving crowd \((r = -0.39, p = 0.0445\) *) for our three variables, as well as an interesting but not significant trend in the A condition for the first fixation duration \((r = -0.39, p = 0.0518)\).

![Figure 5: Significant negative correlations between participants’ social anxiety and dwell time towards directed gazes.](image)

| Table 2: Correlations between participants’ gaze behaviour and social anxiety level, in D condition, for both crowds. |
|---------------------------------|----------|-------------|
|                                | Idle crowd, D | Moving crowd, D |
| Dwell time                     | -0.52     | -0.52       |
| Fixation count                 | -0.42     | -0.39       |
| First fixation dur.            | -0.40     | -0.55       |

* for p-values < 0.05, ** < 0.01 and *** < 0.001.

in the case of the moving crowd, we did find a negative correlation in all gaze conditions (A, D on the left and on the right side, AD left/right, DA left/right), when considering the left-side frequencies – positive if considering the right ones. Details are given in Table 3.

![Table 3: Participants’ left-side crossing percentage and social anxiety correlations, all gaze conditions, moving crowd only.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moving crowd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* for p-values < 0.05, ** < 0.01 and *** < 0.001.

Finally, there was no correlation between social anxiety level and distance metrics in any of the gaze conditions, for both types of crowds. However, we found positive correlations between social anxiety level and our four shoulder orientation metrics in the D and AD gaze conditions for the idle crowd (see Table 4). For the moving crowd, results for D and AD were close to significant positive correlations (p-values between 0.05 and 0.10), but interestingly we found positive correlations in the DA condition for minimum angle \((r = 0.45, p = 0.020)\), and maximum angle \((r = 0.45, p = 0.021)\).
We investigated here the presence of the stare-in-the-crowd effect which would indicate that the attention to gazes and the stare-in-crowd effect could be diminished in dynamic conditions. This was expected due to the lack of visual cues of one’s own body in VR. Further studies are needed to explore the effect of gaze in a crowd while the user is embodied in a human avatar.

Third, the participants’ social anxiety level analysis as well as our behavioural metrics analysis with respect to crowd gaze conditions revealed several significant correlations. Notably, in the case of directed and averted-then-directed gaze conditions, the variables related to reactive behaviours of socially anxious participants towards the studied agent showed: i) negatives correlations for time-related gaze metrics, in line with Raimbaud et al. [2022], for both crowds; ii) positive correlations for avoiding-angle metrics for the idle crowd. In this respect, H4 is partly verified. Some post-experiment comments also highlighted this relation between social anxiety and behaviours: “I was stressed a lot. I tried to squeeze my shoulders”. Interestingly, only socially anxious participants mentioned their shoulders for their navigation strategy “I turned my shoulders to avoid people”; “I rotated my shoulder to smoothly pass”.

Lastly, we also found other effects of the agents’ gaze behaviours. First, the DA gaze condition is interesting: for the idle crowd, the effect on the participant’s gaze behaviour was significantly lower than in the AD condition; however, for the moving crowd condition, the DA condition was the only one where the maximum and minimum shoulder orientations were correlated to the participant’s social anxiety level, with larger avoidance. One explanation could be that when the crowd is moving, participants interpreted DA gazes as an increase of the absence of cooperation from the agent to avoid the upcoming collision [Olivier et al. 2013]. Then, we found an interesting effect of social anxiety on the global path decision: for moving crowds, we found significant negative correlations in the left side, under all agents’ gaze conditions (see Table 3). This might be explained by the fact that under the stress of the upcoming crowd, socially anxious people went to their “default path” choice, the right one in many countries [Chattaraj et al. 2009]. Moreover, still in the moving crowd condition, we observed a negative correlation between the social anxiety level and the participants’ gaze behaviours towards agents under the A condition, although not significant, in line with the literature about the fact that averted gaze can induce discomfort in the socially anxious individuals too [Raimbaud et al. 2017].
We would like to thank the participants of our experiment. This walking through an idle or moving crowd affects VR users’ attention. The results of our study show that gaze of virtual agents when the Stare-in-the-Crowd Effect When Navigating a Crowd in Virtual Reality Conference’17, July 2017, Washington, DC, USA

Jeremy N Bailenson, Jim Blascovich, Andrew C Beall, and Jack M Loomis. 2001. Equi-

Michael Argyle and Janet Dean. 1965. Eye-contact, distance and affiliation. Gaze and mutual gaze.

Michael Argyle and Mark Cook. 1976. Functions of gaze in social interaction: Communication and mutual accuracy but does not affect navigation. Additionally, we found that social anxiety is an important characteristic that reduces the attention to gazes but also affects local navigation behaviours in terms of body orientation between the socially anxious individual and the virtual agent. These insights suggest that VR developers that aim to create realistic crowds should proceed to a trade-off between gaze realism and its (possibly unwanted) effects on participants.

In the future, more challenging navigation situations could be considered, such as moving through a crowd that moves in different directions and where a virtual agent’s behaviour is more unpredictable. Increasing the avoidance area for the users, e.g., with wider gaps between agents in the crowd, could also potentially show more differences in navigation behaviours due to a reduction of physical constraints for the user. Exploring these and potential other factors in future research could be beneficial to understand the complex nature of the effect of an agent’s gaze on the user’s social behaviour.
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